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Introduction

Centres are to be congratulated for the preparation of their candidates for the June 2018
examination. Candidates generally demonstrated good application of accounting principles based
upon a good knowledge and understanding of the subject. The standard achieved was in line with
recent examinations.

Candidates found all questions on the paper accessible and generally prepared an answer to each
section of each question. There was a lower incidence of candidates leaving sections of questions
unanswered than in previous examinations.

Question 4, based on club accounts, proved less popular with candidates than the other questions
in Section B. Although those candidates who did attempt the question found no difficulty with
accessibility and achieved good marks. It has been noted that questions based on club accounts
have been less popular in a number of previous examinations and the examiners believe that this
is due to the nature of the topic, being less popular. Centres may wish to place a little more
emphasis upon the accounts of non-profit making organisations, removing the concerns of
candidates.

The evaluation skills of candidates continue to generally improve. However, candidates must
ensure that they carefully read the question before preparing their answer. In question 2 the
evaluation related to the ability of information communication technology (ICT) to eliminate errors.
The words 'eliminate the errors' were in bold in the resource booklet to ensure that the
requirement was brought to the attention of the candidate. Many candidates of all abilities
prepared an answer based on the general benefits and disadvantages of ICT, without any reference
to eliminating errors. Those candidates generally did not achieve any marks for that evaluation. A
similar situation occurred in question 6 where many candidates evaluated partnerships generally,
without reference to a formal partnership agreement, which was the basis of the evaluation.
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Question 1 

The question was generally answered well by candidates. Most candidates calculated the
maintenance spares used correctly and proceeded to prepare the income statement and financial
position statement with substantial accuracy.

In part (c) there were many correct forecasts of the profit for the year and then candidates were
able to progress to the calculation of the total cost per megawatt hour.

Candidates were aware of the term 'fixed cost' but were generally less able to explain why the
majority of costs for Future Solar would be fixed costs. The examiners were seeking either a brief
explanation that there was an absence of variable raw material cost or dependency on capital non-
current assets with fixed depreciation costs.

The evaluation was generally well done with a range of arguments for and against considered and
developed. A conclusion for and against was then made with a rationale for that conclusion.

Common errors:

did not label total assets in the statement of financial position

did not explain why the majority of costs were fixed costs for this business.

This is an excellent example of a candidate's work.

Centres should study the evaluation to see how a few basic points, suitably developed into an
argument, can amount to a Level 4 answer and be awarded maximum marks.
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In part (a) the value of maintenance spares used
was calculated correctly and 3 marks were
awarded.

In part (b) the only omission from the income
statement was the loss on the sale of the
computer, so 11 marks were awarded for the
candidate's answer. The statement of financial
position was correct using the candidate's own
figure for the profit for the year. The 1 mark for the
'total assets' described by the candidate as 'net
assets was not awarded, therefore the candidate
was awarded 15 marks.

In part (c) the forecast profit for the year was
correctly calculated and 5 marks were awarded.
The candidate then correctly applied the formula
to calculate the total cost for one megawatt hour
and a further 3 marks were awarded.

In part (d) the candidate could explain the term
'fixed costs' and was awarded 2 marks. The
candidate could also explain why the majority of
costs for Future Solar were fixed. The examiners
were looking for an answer which either centred
on high capital costs or one emphasising low raw
material or production labour costs. This candidate
based the answer on the former and was awarded
2 marks.

The evaluation in part (e) contained valid points for
the expansion, higher revenue, higher profit,
increased asset base were cited and there was
reasonable development. Points against were
raised and developed, only a small increase in
profit for a considerable increase in costs. The risk
of a single buyer for the electricity was particularly
raised. The candidate then concluded that the
expansion should not go ahead together with an
appropriate rationale of too low a profit and that
Future Solar should try to renegotiate the selling
price.

The evaluation met the descriptor for a Level 4
answer and was awarded 12 marks.
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Candidates generally prepare the financial
statements of businesses well. The difference
between good and average answers is generally
the evaluations.

This candidate's work is a good example of how
information can be derived from the scenario of
the question, such as loans required and single
buyer. This can be added to the information
derived from the financial statements prepared by
the candidate, such as profit, interest payable, to
prepare an answer which will be a Level 4 answer.
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Question 2 

The question centred on a range of foundation skills, double entry, trial balance and effect of errors
on profit for the year. Candidates generally performed well on these elements of the question and
there were many candidates with some or all of sections (a) to (c) correct. In preparing the ledger
accounts in part (c) a minority of candidates did not provide appropriate narratives for 'balance'
and were not awarded the available 4 marks for balancing. The examiners would remind them that
'b/d', and 'bb/d' is not acceptable as a minimum narrative.

In part (d) candidates were less certain about the meaning of social accounting and very few were
aware of ethical accounting. This is an area that centres should concentrate more on for future
examinations. The expectations of the examiners will be at the explanation level only.

In part (e) the evaluation many candidates did not answer the question about ICT eliminating errors
and instead prepared an answer based on the general advantages and disadvantages of ICT in a
business. The requirement of the question was highlighted in bold on the question paper.
Those candidates who did not address the question set, but answered in general terms, were not
awarded any marks for this section.

Common errors:

a lack of understanding of accounting ethics

did not evaluate how information communication technology (ICT) might limit the errors made.

This is a very good example of a candidate's response.
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This was a question that centred on the basic
accounting skills of double entry, trial balance and
the effect of errors on profit for the year. There
were many correct answers to parts (a), (b) and (c).

In part (a) the answer is correct and 8 marks were
awarded.

In part (b) the calculations of the values were
correct and these were correctly shown as
increases or decreases to profit for the year, 14
marks were awarded.

In part (c) the double entry was correctly
undertaken and suitable narratives shown. 'Profit
and Loss' or 'Income statement' were accepted as
suitable narratives. The minimum narrative for
'Balance' is shown here as 'Bal' or "B/ce' and
therefore 9 marks were awarded.

In part (d) the candidate demonstrated the
differences between accruals and money
measurement and was awarded 4 marks. Similarly,
the difference between bad debts and allowance
for doubtful debts was awarded 4 marks. The
candidate understood the meaning of social
accounting particularly by the use of the example
which was awarded 2 marks but the explanation of
ethical accounting was incorrect and therefore 0
additional marks were awarded.

The evaluation did attempt to answer the question
set. The first statement that ICT reduces the
chances of errors and then goes onto state that
the programme follows a set of commands which
will result in no more arithmetical errors was good
development of the argument. On the other side
of the argument if the computer is not set
up/programmed correctly errors can still occur.
The candidate made a conclusion with the
stipulation that programming needed to be done
well. The examiners considered that the answer
was relevant and well-reasoned and developed
and considered it to be a Level 4 answer, 11 marks
were awarded. The examiners would have liked to
see reference to the system, there is still the
weakness of errors at inputting to have been
awarded the full mark.
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Candidates need to have an understanding of the
term 'ethical accounting'.

Where parts of the question are in bold there is a
reason for this. This is to emphasize the point to
the candidate that this is important in the
construction of their answer. Many candidates
seemed to see the words 'Evaluate ICT' and then
start writing about this in general terms when the
question asked for the specific of the effect on
eliminating errors.

Centres should ensure that their candidates read
the question and pay particular attention to
wording in bold to ensure that their response is
answering the question set.
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Question 3 

This was a popular question that was generally answered well by candidates.

In part (a) candidates generally provided informed responses to the probable effect to a lowering of
the rate of inventory turnover.

In part (b) the liquid (acid test) ratio and the trade receivables collection period were generally
accurate. The percentage return on capital employed was accurate for the first year but many
candidates did not use the correct profit for the year in the second year, particularly to adjust for
interest paid. In part (c) the comments on the liquidity of the business were informed and
candidates were awarded good marks.

In part (d) very few candidates were able to work through the capital introduced. Candidates
generally did not calculate the closing capital for the first year after adjustment for profit and
drawings. Generally, the comparison was the opening capital for year one with the closing capital
for year two.

In part (e) candidates were generally aware of a range of options for alternative financing. Some
candidates also considered options open to a company such as the issue of shares or debentures
which are outside the scope of the specification and were not accepted by the examiners.

The evaluations were generally informed with most candidates aware of the benefits of use as a
'yardstick' and for comparison. A disadvantage of only considering financial not non-financial
factors was generally stated.

Common errors:

calculation of percentage return on capital employed in the second year

calculation of additional capital introduced

use of company funding options such as issue of shares and debentures.

The question was popular and was generally well answered.
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In part (a) the candidate included the formula for
rate of inventory turnover, which was not required.
The candidate did progress to say that the
inventory would rise and there may be problems in
paying short-term liabilities, 1 mark was awarded
for each comment making 2 marks awarded
overall.

In part (b) the ratios were correctly calculated and
12 marks were awarded.

In part (c) the examiners were looking for a
qualitative description of the movement of the
liquidity position, e.g. deteriorated, not a non-
qualitative one such as decreased. In the
candidate's response, 'this has worsened' was
taken as qualitative. There was also comparison
with the 'yardstick' of 1:1 and the fact that trade
receivables are taking longer to pay. These points
were awarded 1 mark each, making 3 marks in
total for this part of the question.

The response to (d) was typical of what the
examiners found. If the candidate had taken away
the profit for the first year they would have arrived
at the correct answer. 0 marks were awarded.

In part (e) the examiners accepted taking a partner
and introducing more of their own capital as viable
alternatives and awarded 2 marks for the section.
The examiners did not accept a bank overdraft
because the sum required was too great for this
business to obtain.

The evaluation was excellent and based upon the
positive point of comparison of data with failure to
take non-financial factors into consideration as the
alternative perspective. There was a conclusion
and rationale for that conclusion so 6 marks were
awarded.
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There are clear indications of very good teaching of
this topic and candidates generally not only
prepare accurate answers but are able to interpret
their calculations. Centres just need to maintain
the existing standard.
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Question 4 

This was not a popular question with candidates. I think that this was not due to undue difficulty,
but the examiners do note that questions on non-profit making organisations are less popular with
candidates.

In part (a) candidates could generally state two differences between a club and a sole trader.

In part (b) most candidates calculated the correct value of the cash stolen by the use of a simple
cash book.

Part (c) was not done well with candidates not applying the margin to calculate the gross profit and
the cost of sales.

Part (d) was generally correct using the own figure rule, but the journals in part (e) were
inaccurately prepared often with the debit entry to the Insurance Account (an expense account)
when this should have been to the Sports Insurance Company (a receivable). The credit entries to
cash and inventory were also absent.

Part (f) was generally accurately prepared and the correct deficit was often seen by examiners.

The evaluation generally considered positive and negative points and arrived at a conclusion.

Common errors:

did not correctly calculate cost of sales in part (b)

journalising an insurance claim.

This was a typical answer seen by examiners.
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In part (a) 4 marks were awarded for the candidate
stating that clubs have an accumulated fund and
sole traders' capital. Also that clubs have a receipts
and payments account and a sole trader a bank
account.

Part (b) is correct and 3 marks were awarded.

In part (c) the candidate correctly calculated the
gross profit but did not record the cost of sales.
The candidate correctly recorded the opening
inventory and purchases to be 6 700 which was
worth 1 mark but then deducted a total of 5 650
closing inventories to arrive at a difference of 1 050
which was the gross profit not the cost of sales. 1
mark each was awarded for 3 200 and (2 300)
making 2 marks in total.

In part (d) the candidate included their own figure
for the inventory stolen 3 350 and added this to
the 350 - 150 for the cash stolen, 2 marks were
awarded for this part of the question on the own
figure rule.

In part (e) the response is typical of that seen by
examiners. The debit narrative 'Insurance' is
incorrect as this is an expense account and not a
receivable. 1 mark was awarded for the 3 500 on
the own figure rule from part (d). The credit entry
was incorrect this should have been posted to the
cash account and inventory account. The narrative
was acceptable and was awarded 1 mark. Total for
this part of the question 2 marks.

Part (f) was correctly calculated and was awarded 6
marks.

The evaluation considered points for and against.
Most notably that there would be space freed up
for other uses but closure would result in the costs
being borne by other parts of the club. There was a
conclusion with some rationale and therefore the
candidate was awarded 6 marks.
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Non-profit making organisations (clubs) remain a
topic which is less popular with candidates.
However, this is a topic contained within the
subject specification and therefore must be
examined at regular intervals.

My examiners tip for centres is to ensure that
candidates are familiar with the alternative clubs
terminology and comfortable with that
terminology.

I suggest that this question is included in teachers'
schemes of work/programme as it contains most
of the skills that are required to successfully
answer a club accounts question.
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Question 5 

The question was generally well answered.

In part (a) candidates were generally aware of the two concepts and could explain them. In the case
of consistency a minority of candidates explained this concept using depreciation of non-current
assets when the question was about inventory valuation methods.

Parts (b) was very well answered and most candidates could apply the methods of First In First Out
(FIFO).

Part (c) was generally substantially correct although some candidates only included one month's
expenses instead of the three months required.

Part (d)(i) was very well answered with candidates able to apply the method of Last In First Out
(LIFO). Part (d)(ii) was less well answered with a range of figures being suggested.

The evaluations were very mixed with the fundamental problem that many candidates were still
unaware of the difference between inventory rotation and inventory valuation. In addition only a
minority of candidates considered the effect of rising or falling prices on inventory valuations.

Common errors:

only recording one month's expenses in part (c)

did not consider the effect of rising and falling prices on inventory valuations and profit.

In general the question was well answered.
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In Part (a) the explanations were accurate and 2
marks were awarded for each making 4 marks in
total for the section.

Part (b) was the correct application of FIFO and 8
marks were awarded.

In part (c) the statement was substantially correct
but only one month's expenses had been included,
so 5 marks were awarded.

Part (d)(i) was the correct application of LIFO and 4
marks were awarded.

Part (d)(ii) was correct and 2 marks were awarded.

The evaluation was excellent because it considered
the impact of inflation and deflation on inventory
valuations and hence profit. This is really essential
if an accurate answer is to be provided. There was
a conclusion and some rationale, 6 marks were
awarded for this answer.
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Candidates generally are good at working through
an inventory valuation using FIFO and LIFO to
arrive at an accurate closing valuation.

There are two issues which centres need to
continue to work on as these two points appear to
not be fully understood. Firstly, that there is a
difference between inventory rotation and
inventory valuation. It makes sense to rotate
inventory on a FIFO basis but this is not
necessarily how it would be valued. There are
many ways of valuing inventory issues which will
result in a range of theoretical profits.

Secondly, once a single method has been selected,
the effect on profit will depend on whether the
prices are rising or falling. Candidates should
consider this in their responses.

The examiners understand that these concepts
appear simple at first, but are really more complex.
However, centres need to continue to work on
these to ensure that their candidates can
demonstrate understanding.
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Question 6 

This is a topic in which candidates generally answer well and this was the case here.

In part (a) candidates were generally aware of the legal rules where no partnership agreement
existed.

The appropriation account in part (b)(i) was completed in good format and without 'alien' items.
The most common error was the calculation of the interest on capital for Asanka with a common
figure of 1 600 being calculated instead of the correct figure of 2 000. Some candidates also
appropriated the salaries actually paid and not the salaries agreed.

The capital accounts in (b)(ii) were generally accurately prepared with appropriate narratives and
the balances brought down. The current accounts were accurate on the own figure rule but the
debit entry for salaries actually paid was often missing from the account.

The evaluation was based on the presence or absence of a formal partnership agreement. This
section was generally answered well but a minority of candidates did evaluate forming a
partnership generally and not the desirability of a formal agreement.

Common errors:

calculation of interest on capital in the Appropriation Account

no value for salaries paid recorded in the current account.

The question was generally answered well by the majority of candidates.
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In part (a) the candidate was aware of the rules in
the absence of a partnership agreement and was
awarded 3 marks.

In part (b)(i) the account is presented well but the
calculation of the interest on capital is incorrect.
The share of profit marks were awarded on the
own figure rule. The candidate was awarded 6
marks.

In part (b)(ii) the account and narratives were
correct and therefore 7 marks were awarded.

In part (b)(iii) the account contained all of the
correct components. The interest on capital and
share of profit were correct on the own figure rule.
Therefore 7 marks were awarded for the section.

The evaluation was very good with the document
determining allocations and responsibilities
resulting in reduced conflict/arguments. This was
counterbalanced by the legal costs and time taken.
A conclusion was reached together with a
rationale, 6 marks were awarded for part (c).

Candidates are generally good at preparing
partnership accounts which clearly evidences
some excellent tuition.

Teachers might wish to reinforce the difference
between salaries that are agreed and those which
have actually only been partly paid and the correct
treatment in the appropriation account and the
current account.
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Paper Summary

There was a great deal of excellent teaching by centres and candidates learning evidenced by the
examiners in this examination. The standard continues to be developed.

Based on their performance in the examination, candidates are offered the following advice:

Candidates need to ensure that they are answering the correct question particularly when
evaluating. Where the examiners highlight particular words in bold they are emphasising that the
candidates answer must address this point and a purely generic answer is not required and will
not be awarded many marks.

Centres may wish to place a little more emphasis on the accounts of non-profit making
organisations. Developing greater confidence in candidates.

Centres will need to ensure that candidates have a basic understanding of accounting ethics.
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Grade Boundaries

Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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